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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that there are distinct differences between Chinese culture and Korean culture. The present researcher selected several Persian words randomly, and tried to translate them into Korean words. In order to translate them, the researcher used a Dictionary of Persian/French and French/Persian (Bau, 2008). And the title is ‘Are they similar or are they same origin, Persian language and Korean language? (0042-0052)’. In number Persian word (its meaning) Korean word (its meaning)> 0042 Nasaji (place for tissue or of cloth) Nasazi (a kind of cloth) 0043 Birun (outside) Birin-nae (the bad smell such as that of the fish) 0044-1 Estefrag (vomit) Net-ppureo (You, abandon the thing!) 0044-2 Estefrag (vomit) Isupe ppurige (You, spray the thing to this forest!) 0044-3 Estefrag (vomit) Et neppurige or Et neppureo (You, here! Abandon the thing!) 0045 Estefada (in one’s joy) Yeppuda (Someone is beautiful!) 0046 Reshta (string, band) Sil tare (skein (of thread)) 0047 Qarha (cutaneous fragments) Qaqragi (cutaneous fragments in the skin) 0048 Hejrat (Hegira, Hejira of Muhammad) He zila (It will soon be twilight! It will become dark!) 0049 Jawaher (jewel) Zohahe (I love someone! I like the thing!) 0050 Bestari (go to the hospital) Byeoszari (the part of a plow to which a moldboard is attached) 0051 Daxalat (intervention) Dag salau (Do you want to buy the hen?) 0052 Eqtebas (citation, adaptation) Iqte boso (You, see this thing at the last time!). The present researcher assumed that both Persian language and Korean language, they are same origin.

Keywords: The present researcher selected several Persian words randomly, and tried to translate them into Korean words. In order to translate them, the researcher used a Dictionary of Persian/French and French/Persian (Bau, 2008). And the title is ‘Are they similar or are they same origin, Persian language and Korean language? (0042-0052)’. The present researcher assumed that both Persian language and Korean language, they are same origin.

INTRODUCTION
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that there are distinct differences between Chinese culture and Korean culture. Some researchers thought that there are very close relation between Persian language and Korean language (Park et al., 2019; Kim and Park, 2022). So this time, the present researcher tried translate several Persian words into Korean words.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The present researcher selected several Persian words randomly, and tried to translate them into Korean words. In order to translate them, the researcher used a Dictionary of Persian/French and French/Persian (Bau, 2008).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result of this study will be shown as follows. And the title is ‘Are they similar or are they same origin, Persian language and Korean language? (0042-0052)’.
number Persian word (its meaning) Korean word (its meaning)
0042 Nasaji (place for tissue or of cloth) Nasazi (a kind of cloth)
0043 Birin (outside) Birin-nae (the bad smell such as that of the fish)
0044-1 Estefrag (vomit) Net-ppureo (You, abandon the thing!)
0044-2 Estefrag (vomit) Isupe ppurige (You, spray the thing to this forest!)
0044-3 Estefrag (vomit) Et neppurige or Et neppureo (You, here! Abandon the thing!)
0045 Estefada (in one’s joy) Yeppuda (Someone is beautiful!)
0046 Reshta (string, band) Sil tare (skein (of thread))
0047 Qarha (cutaneous fragments) Qaqragi (cutaneous fragments in the skin)
0048 Hejrat (Hegira, Hejira of Muhammad) He zila (It will soon be twilight! It will become dark!)
0049 Jawaher (jewel) Zohahe (I love someone! I like the thing!)
0050 Bestari (go to the hospital) Byeos-zari (the part of a plow to which a moldboard is attached)
0051 Daxalat (intervention) Dag salau (Do you want to buy the hen?)
0052 Eqtebas (citation, adaptation) Iqte boso (You, see this thing at the last time!)

The present researcher assumed that both Persian language and Korean language, they are same origin.
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